
 

LeaD in Practice 
27 different methods/tools used in the week-long training course to engage and activate the participants 

 

Getting to know each other 

Team-building 

Being in-tune with each other 

*Welcome letter (received upon arrival to the 

hotel) 

*Birth/closing of the group  

*Story of my name  

*5 name balls  

*Draw my face (with a twist) 

*Athens Mission Impossible  

*Stand up if… 

*Invisible map of Europe  

*Name bridge 

*2 lies + 1 truth 

*The Queen wants…  

*Say my name (with blanket) 

*Group hug-grab hands-untangle in circle 

*Pizza 

*Rainstorm 

*You touched my heart when…  

*Count to… (21) 

*One word to describe my feeling 

*Run fast to…-walk backwards to…-make a 

train to…-“swim” to the sun 

*Invisible triangle 

*Be my mirror (copy movement) 

*Let’s slow dance 

*Look into my eyes (in silence) 

*Follow my voice (guide the blind) 

Small group work 

*Harvesting resources in the group  

*Debriefing the day’s Learning Design  

*Background documents and key concepts 

*Evaluation of the learning space design 

*Hot potato: Being emotionally and physically in-

tune with learners   

*Hot potato: Touching the untouched (how I 

reacted in trainings as learner or co-trainer)  

*Hot potato: Trainer competences 

(character/personality)  

*Hot potato: managing groups 

*“Imagine you sit tonight at dinner and think ‘This 

has been a great day’. What has happened for 

you?”  

*Review of evaluation questionnaires  

*5-minute solo presentations 

*Objectives of the online phase (if they were 

achieved) 

 

Plenary discussions 

*Needs/Contributions/Red Lines  

*Rules of engagement 

*Debriefing on team-building *Debriefing the day’s 

Learning Design  

*Objectives of the online phase (if they were met)  

*Thoughts on background documents and key 

concepts 

*Evaluation of learning space design 

*4 hot potatoes topics  

*Johari window  

*Negotiating red lines  

*Risk and error management (including Paul’s 

interview) 

*Elements of the evaluation questionnaire  

*Key learning from solo presentations  

*Risks and errors in design of Athens guided 

exploration 

*Drawings: Trainer as a Lion, Trainer as a Duck 

*Art of Hosting conversations (video) 

*5 quality stars and rules of engagement 

*Flow of the program 

*3 hats (Learner, Trainer, Evaluator) 

 

 

Presentations/facilitation by learners 

*What I do in 1 minute (hot chair) 

*5-minute solo presentation (in small groups) 

*Creative narration of the guided exploration of 

Athens (2 groups) 

*Ramon’s facilitation of the evaluation questionnaire 

session (plenary) 

*Group leader feedback on 5-minute solo 

presentations (Paul, Ramon, Karmen, Ben) 

*Paul’s input on risk & error management (interview 

in plenary) 

 *Leftovers and the not-yet-said (unstructured time 

to share tools/ideas in small groups – e.g. Ben, 

Karmen, Paul) 

*Latvian dance (Mara) 

*Rainstorm (Lilit) 

*Acrobatic rock ’n’roll (Manca) 

*Flamenco dance (Cristina, Lilit, Ramon) 

*Massage skills (Monika) 

 

Reflection Pairs 

*Introducing each other’s name history 

*Debriefing elements of the team-building 

activity 

*Daily end-of-the-day chats 

*Sharing how the self-reflection process (on 

“My identity as trainer”) was 

*Support in preparing for solo presentations 

*Sharing after the self-assessment of trainer 

competences 

*Suggested discussion topics to support 

conversations 

 

Outdoor space activities 

*Getting to know each other on the hotel’s roof  

*Learning names history in the street  

*Connection to the concept of Peace/Dialogue in 

Ayia Irinis Square  

*Energizers near Chrisospiliotissis church and 

Klathmonos Square 

*Team-Building (incl. Reflection) outside 

Chrisospiliotissis church 

*Group discussions of hot potato (World Café) 

outside the church  

*Getting in-tune with each other in Klathmonos 

Square  

*Guided exploration of Athens (in 2 groups) 

Use of various indoor spaces 

*Two different floors of the Booze building, each 

with different set up 

 

Energizers 

*Stretching in the sun 

*Olympic athletes 

*Thumbs/palm (grab/avoid) 

*1-2-Hop 

*Booze chickens 

*“Happy” song dance 

*He-Ha/Hey! 

*Ping-Pong 

*Dancing Sirtaki 

*Rock-Paper-Scissors 

*Pass the ball 

*Aaaaathena!  

*Speed date 



 

 *Athens family 

Intercultural Dialogue Principles 

*Identity 

*Learning Design 

*Touching the untouched 

*Being in-tune with Others 

 

Handouts 

*Review collection of responses given in 1st online 

phase questionnaires (TP and TPCAP) 

*List of 20 reflection questions based on 

Youthpass Guide 

*Working with groups 

*Learning Space Dynamics article 

Country-specific coffee snacks 

*1-2 countries presented per day during the first 

coffee break 

 

5 stars of quality and 

Codes of engagement 

*Be present -Active Participation-Confidentiality-

Respect Time-Listen to the others 

*What will help the meeting run smoothly 

 

 

 

Harvesting resources  

*What I do for a living in  2 sentences 

*Something I can share with the group 

*One unique thing I have 

experienced/achieved 

*An important question I wish to find answers 

to 

*My hobbies 

 

Self-reflection 

*My Needs/Contributions/Red Lines  

*Were my expectations met in the 1st online 

phase? 

*“Imagine you were a … . What kind of ….. would 

you be and why?”  

*I am… 

*My identity as a trainer 

*Self-assessment of trainer competences (based 

on ETS model) 

*Are my needs being met? Have new needs 

emerged?/Am I contributing like I had imagined? 

Can I think of new ways to contribute?/Have my 

red lines been crossed? Have I crossed any of the 

red lines of others? 

 

Final reflection activities 

*Simulating “return flight”: staircase to “departure 

hall” (What happened – methods used), lying on the 

“lounge room” floor with pillows and looking at 

ceiling (Why was it important for ME?), taking a 

“seat on the plane” and writing 3 boarding passes 

(What will I take home?), arriving “home” and 

expressing through art/plasteline (Which stories 

will I tell?), explaining artwork through an 

“exhibition gallery” 

 

Walking gallery 

*Creative summary of the 1st distant phase of the 

project 

 

Secret buddy 

*Sharing of small gifts, notes and comforts 

between the group members 

 

Fill-in papers on the walls 

*1 thing I brought with me in my suitcase 

*One thing I forgot to bring with me 

*Hello/How are you/Good morning in my own 

language(s) 

*One word to describe Athens 

Metaphors 

*Paper umbrella as parachute (to keep open mind) 

*Door handle shops street (to open yourself to 

others) 

*Klathmonos Square dancing sculpture (being in 

tune) 

 

Video 

*The Art of Hosting: Four-fold practice 

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWodPL9C1UI] 

 

Music / Dance 

*Soft/lounge/instrumental/world music as 

background to small group work, individual 

work, coffee breaks 

*Lively music as energizer (freestyle dance) 

 

Debriefing of daily Learning Design  

*Use of the environment 

*Adjusting to different learning and training 

styles/preferences 

*Use of time and flow 

 

Evaluation through questionnaires  

*Evaluation of Learning Space Design questionnaire 

*Trainer Self-assessment questionnaire (based on 

ETS Competence Model) 

*Evaluation questionnaire for the week 

 

Got mail? 

*Messaging and gift-giving through paper envelopes  
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